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Acturis team up with iBMACS for broker compliance software 

 

Marsh Corporate Consulting is delighted to announce a new partnership with Acturis 
to offer their users access to iBMACS, the only web-based broker compliance 
software system, at an unbeatable price. 

iBMACS has been developed specifically for the insurance broker market to enable 
brokers to achieve and maintain essential FCA compliance.  Covering more than 20 
key areas, it provides brokers with a one-stop shop for all their compliance needs. To 
ensure ongoing compliance, the system is regularly updated to reflect changes made 
by the regulator. 

The system is easy to use and provides clear guidance on compliance status by 
flagging records as red, amber or green and highlighting where action needs to be 
taken. 

Key areas where iBMACS can help brokers include: 

• Creating and maintaining compliance records 
• A full audit trail for each record 
• Graphs which quickly show the state of compliance within the business 
• Historical compliance on a monthly basis and identifying trends through 

broker profiling 
• Snapshot compliance report giving full details of the current status of every 

compliance record created. 

Kieran Marsh, Chief Executive of Marsh Corporate Consulting, commented “The 
partnership with Acturis is a great endorsement for iBMACS and will really help their 
users ensure their compliance systems are beyond refute. I’ve already met with 
many Acturis members and their feedback has been overwhelmingly positive – 
almost without exception they recognise how they can use iBMACS to transform how 
they tackle compliance on an ongoing basis.” 

Theo Duchen, Co-CEO of Acturis adds, “We are always looking to add value to our 
user community, and the area of compliance is obviously very important to brokers.  
Anything we can do to help our users in this area is beneficial and iBMACS offers a 
good proposition in this regard.” 

For brokers interested in finding out more they can visit www.ibmacs.com or contact 
the Marsh Corporate Consulting team by phone on 01423 799003 or email 
ibmacs@mccltd.co.uk.  


